Mechanism Analysis and Simulation of Coplanar Multi-Electrode Capacitive Ice Thickness Measuring Sensor
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Abstract: In this paper, we use the coplanar multi-electrode for designing a rod-shaped sensor for measuring the ice thickness. In order to analyze and study mechanism and feasibility of ice thickness measurements using this technique, we use modes of mathematical model derivation and software simulation to study coplanar multi-electrode capacitance sensors. It uses MAXWELL software to simulate the coplanar multi-electrode capacitance sensor under the models which are being approached by three different media, namely ice, air and water. Both mathematical model derivation and simulation results show that the sensor designed with coplanar multi-electrode capacitance can be used to level the automated measurement of sea ice or river ice thickness. The accuracy is ± 1 cm. Copyright © 2013 IFSA.
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1. Introduction

Ice thickness and its change process is one of the basic factors for the study of ice generation and disappearance, ice jam and ice jam flood. Sea ice thickness is the most basic and important parameter to simulate the state of the sea ice [1]. Monitoring the thickness of sea ice is an important tool in assessing the impact of global warming on Earth’s Polar Regions [2]. It is also a difficult problem to realize real-time automatic monitor of fixed-point ice thickness continuously. At present, the application of ice thickness and ice detection technology under the water level can be summarized into three types. The first type is to measure directly by drilling holes artificial. The second one is satellite remote sensing [3], radar [4], a combination of electromagnetic induction and laser ranging techniques [5, 6], shipboard sonar and other equipment [7, 8], which can measure the medium and large scale sea ice thickness. The third one is the electromagnetic physical detection, such as ultrasonic [9] detection method whose fatal flaw is big error, etc.

According to actual demand of the sea ice measurement [10, 11], the designed ice thickness sensor is consist of many electrodes (more than 100, each electrode shows 1 cm), and many electrode was arranged in the same plane evenly. This sensor is also a uniplanar diffused capacitive sensor, a kind of electric field-leaked sensor [12, 13]. When detects, one of the electrode was excited and all other electrodes were grounded [14]. Fig. 1 is a part of uniplanar polyelectrode sensor, No. 3 of the 5 electrodes was excited by the excitation power and all other electrodes were grounded. Fig. 3 is the sketch map of the power line when the No. 3...
2. Principle of Coplanar Multi-Electrode Capacitive Ice Thickness Detect Sensor

2.1. Calculation of Coplanar Multi-Electrode Equivalent Capacitance

In the individual electrode plate, set the length to A and the width to B. The spacing of the adjacent electrode plates is L. When the intermediate electrode connects the sine-wave excitation source, two pieces of electrodes around are grounded. At this time, the idealized power line is shown as in Fig. 3, with the approximate arc replacing the actual power line. The positive axis of Y-axis is the working interval, while the capacitance formed in the left and right working area is equivalent. For easy calculation, select the capacitance formed by the electric field in the right half to create coordinate calculations [16].

From the minor area increment \( \Delta S = A \times \Delta x \) of the capacitance sensing element, take the capacitance value \( \Delta C_x \), generated, \( \Delta x \) is the small increment unit in the X direction [17]. As shown in Figs. 1-3, set the length of the semicircular arc power line to \( d \). According to the formula in the literature searched, we have:

\[
\Delta C_x \approx \frac{\varepsilon_r \cdot A \cdot \Delta x}{\pi \left( X + \frac{L}{2} \right)} \quad (1)
\]

When \( x \) is taken as integral from \( A \) to \( B \), we can get \( C_x \), namely:

\[
C_x \approx \int_{a}^{b} \frac{\varepsilon_r \cdot A}{\pi \left( X + \frac{L}{2} \right)} \, dx
\]

\[
= \frac{2 \cdot \varepsilon_r \cdot A}{\pi} \int_{0}^{b} \frac{1}{(2X + L)} \, dx
\]

\[
= \frac{\varepsilon_r \cdot A}{\pi} \ln \frac{L + B}{L} \quad (2)
\]
The equivalent capacitance total between the resulting two electrodes is:

\[ C = 2 \varepsilon_r \cdot \frac{A}{\pi} \ln \frac{L + B}{L} \]  

(3)

By equation (3), when the length of electrode is fixed, the electrode width and the distance between adjacent electrodes are main parameters influencing the size of capacitance. However, Equation (3) is only idealized derivation. The actual power line is not necessarily circular and may be oval or diverging. For example, when the electrode spacing is infinitely small, the electric capacity calculated this way is infinitely large. This is apparently not true. When the spacing is infinitely small, the distribution of power lines will be in straight-line distribution, and the formula for calculating capacitance will no longer be true. Therefore, the calculation of the equivalent capacitance above has a specific scope of application.

2.2. Principle

Fig. 4 is a mechanism block diagram of the capacitive sensing-type ice layer thickness instrument, which is mainly made up of measurement sensor and SCM.

Fig. 4. Structure diagram of measurement system model.

The sensor is constituted by the external electric field sensing measuring electrode, multi-way analog switch circuits, sine signals generating circuit and the detecting and filtering circuit as well as the controlling circuit. Every set of sine signal generating circuits and multi-way analog switch circuits are designed in the same circuit board connecting 7 electrodes. In line with the different ice layer thicknesses, the system can design 1 m sensor, i.e. 100 external measuring electrodes; or 3 m sensor, i.e. 300 measuring electrodes. The multi-way analog switches capitalize on MC33993, whose major function is to conduct channel selection for every electrode in a move to measure the signal voltage values of different electrodes under the control of the SCM. Through channel selection, the voltage signal component measured by each electrode is sent to MSP430 SCM for processing and storage after A/D conversion with the signal acquisition circuit. Because every electrode is in different position of the sensor, the medium sensed by every electrode can only be ice, water or air. According to the measured data in every electrode, the ice layer thickness can be determined.

3. Digital Simulation

Using the Maxwell software, perform the simulation study on the scattered electric field distribution and the intensity variation rule when ice, water and air respectively approach the coplanar multi-electrode sensor. The simulation model is: Sequentially place 8 metal foil electrodes, with a length of 10 cm, a width of 6mm and a thickness of 0.2 mm, in parallel on the same plane, with each one spaced at a distance of 4 mm. The resin materials are adopted to cover both up and down the electrodes, wherein the thickness of epoxy resins over electrodes is 2 mm, and the thickness of epoxy resin under electrodes is 40 mm. The model uses 2D solver of Maxwell this time, so the following figure is a two-dimensional model. Select a section of the electrode section on the plane, with the coplanar multi-electrode sensor simulation model shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Coplanar 8-electrode sensor simulation model.

In the coplanar 8-electrode sensor model, the measured substance is set over the electrodes, i.e., the measured substance is closely attached to the epoxy resin-sealed electrodes. The measured substances over the coplanar multi-electrode sensor model (rectangular area) are respectively set to ice (with a relative dielectric constant of 6), water (with a relative dielectric constant of 80) and air (with a relative dielectric constant of 1). The rectangular area under the electrodes is made of 40 mm-thick epoxy resin materials, and outside the model is a potential distribution around excitation electrodes when the
vacuum boundary exists. The potential distribution around the excitation electrode obtained by simulation is shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 (a). Voltage intensity distribution of water.](image)

![Fig. 6 (b). Voltage intensity distribution of air.](image)

![Fig. 6 (c). Voltage intensity distribution of ice.](image)

From three electric field cloud diagrams, it can be seen that when the dielectric constant of measured substance is large (water), the electric field cloud graph over the excitation electrode is widely distributed and dispersed, which can basically fill a rectangular area above the electrode, but the yellow-green energy over the excitation electrode has a small area and a small electric field intensity; when the measured substance has a small dielectric constant, the electric field distribution right above the (air) excitation electrode is relatively concentrated and can not fill the rectangular area above the electrode. However, the yellow-green energy over the excitation electrode has a large area and a large electric field intensity; when the dielectric constant between the measured substance is between water and air (ice), the electric field distribution just above the excitation electrodes is just somewhere in between. The distribution is not as broad as when the medium is water, but stronger than air, able to fill most of the rectangular area above the electrodes. The yellow-green area above its excitation electrodes is also in between, with the electric field intensity being larger than in water but smaller than in air. It can also be seen that the size, shape and color of potential cloud graph under the excitation electrode (epoxy) always has no changes.

Fig. 6 only shows that the electric field intensity distributions of three kinds of different measured substances are significantly different. In order to further observe the information on electric field intensity above the excitation electrodes when the measured substance set above the electrodes are ice, water and air, the author uses the post-processing software of the Maxwell, to draw out the electric field intensity curve over the electrodes when the measured substances are separately ice, water and air, as shown in Fig. 7.

The horizontal coordinate of the graph is the overall length distance for the coplanar multi-electrode sensor model, in millimeters; the vertical coordinate gives the electric field intensity, in Newton/libraries.

![Fig. 7 (a). Electric field intensity distribution curve of ice.](image)

![Fig. 7 (b). Electric field intensity distribution curve of water.](image)
As can be seen from Fig. 7, regardless of what the measured object above the electrode is set to, the electric field intensity above the excitation electrode is always the strongest, and the shape of the curve is basically consistent, with the overall curve taking on normal distribution, and the electric field intensity gradually waning from right above the excitation electrodes to both sides. When the measured substance is water, the electric field intensity right above the excitation electrode is the minimum, with its values at only around $54 \, \text{N/C}^2$, while the speed at which the electric field intensity gradually decreases to two sides is slow, with gentle curve; when the measured substance is air, the electric field intensity right above the excitation electrode is the maximum, with its values at only around $380 \, \text{N/C}^2$, while the speed at which the electric field intensity gradually decreases to two sides is quick, with steep curve; when the measured substance is ice, the electric field intensity right above the excitation electrode is between that for water and that for air, i.e., higher than that for water, and lower than that for air, its value being about $230 \, \text{N/C}^2$, and speed at which the electric field intensity decreases to two sides is also in between, with the curve being relatively flat.

As can be seen, the electric field energy is mainly concentrated just above the excitation electrode, while the size of the energy concentration area generally has no connection with the measured substance above the electrodes. Fig. 8 respectively depicts the electric field intensity cloud graph around the electrode 5 when medium is water, air and ice respectively.

As can be seen from the figure, when the measured substance is water, the electric fields around the excitation electrode are mainly distributed between the excitation electrodes and the measured substance; when the measured substance is air, the electric fields around the excitation electrode are mainly distributed between the excitation electrodes and two adjacent electrodes; when the measured material is ice, most of the electric field of the excitation electrode are distributed between the excitation electrode and the measured substance, with a small portion of the electric field is still located between the excitation electrode and the adjacent electrodes. As can be seen from several figures above, when dielectrics with different dielectric constants approach or contact the excitation electrodes, the electric field distribution around the electrodes are different, and its electric field intensity is also different.

**4. Conclusions**

Through principle analysis and simulation of the coplanar multi-electrode capacitive ice measurement sensor, we can see that when the measured substance on the coplanar multi-electrode sensors are respectively air, ice and water, their electric field intensity variations are different to a very large extent. By indirectly measuring the electric field intensity, we can distinguish between measured substances, i.e., the sensor measuring ice thickness, which is designed and fabricated using such method, can be used for thickness measurement of leveled sea ice or river ice, providing basic data to the thermodynamic study of ice.
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